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Mentoring meetings increase student
performance on “high stakes” projects in STEM

- SCI 101 is a first year seminar required
for freshman science majors and
incorporates a “high stakes” poster
project (worth 33% of total grade)
- Students often make mistakes in the
areas of poster design, proper citation
usage, application of scientific results,
and critical analysis of results (Figure 1)
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Challenges of Term Projects
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Tools in WebCampus
Canvas Calendar Tool

Logistics
- Students sign up for one, 30-minute
meeting in class or on WebCampus
- 20+ hours of mentoring for 40 projects
- Canvas Calendar easily allows for
scheduling (Figure 4)
- For meetings to be most effective,
students must bring a completed rough
draft

Figure 2. One-on-one meetings increased scores in design, citation use, scientific
results, and analysis. Five student groups did not attend one-on-one meetings in
2017, and their scores are lower than those that did , with the exception of
poster design. Bars represent SE.

- Giving an incentive to show up for the
meeting increases attendance
- Extra credit
- Making the meeting mandatory

Considerations
Figure 4. Canvas scheduling tool in the Calendar allows for ease of breaking up
time slots for mentoring meetings (arrow). It also allows students to sign up for
appointment slots on WebCampus.

Figure 1. Student poster that illustrates many of the problems students have with
the SCI 101 poster project including poster design, citation use or format,
scientific results, and critical analysis of results.

Figure 3. A typical poster from 2017 that illustrates the improvements students
made after using the annotated example and having a one-on-one meeting to
discuss the poster rough draft.

Student Feedback

- I developed an annotated example
poster to increase the transparency of
assignment instructions and students
improved in all four areas (Paladino,
2017) but results were inconsistent

“After Professor Paladino reviewed our
poster, we had a lot of work to do, and I
was glad we came around and
implemented the poster [in] a much better
way.”

- The current project addresses whether
one-on-one, mentoring meetings to
discuss poster rough drafts will impact
learning more consistently

“The hardest part was making sure the
research was solid so that our conclusion
would be solid, and meeting with Prof.
Paladino really helped me to find the holes
in our research.”

Other Resources

- Mentoring meetings have become an
essential aspect of the “high stakes”
project

Paladino, E. (2017). Providing annotated
examples increases science learning.
https://www.unlv.edu/provost/idr/bestpractices

- The practice is time consuming
- Meetings as short as 15 minutes can
be helpful, but it is more difficult to address
issues of content and analysis

Winkelmes, M-A. (2014). Transparency
in learning and teaching project.
https://www.unlv.edu/provost/transparen
cy

- I have found no other practice to impact
the quality of the students’ work to the
same extent as the mentoring meetings
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